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SOME COLLEGE, FLORIDA--Several arrests were made early Tuesday evening 

when police stumbled upon an illegal blood pact operation occurring in Some 

College’s bookstore. Some College, a private institution known for its notable 

Marine Science program and its ever-increasing tuition prices, has released a 

public statement condemning such outdated, heretical practices and claiming no 

responsibility for the Barnes & Nobles employees’ actions. 

 

“We [Some  College] claim no responsibility for this unfortunate series of events,” 

President Someguy stated. “If students feel they are in financial need and cannot 

afford their textbooks, they have alternative, legal avenues they can take to 

obtain or borrow them. We [Some College] condemn any illegal or immoral 

activities done in the name of our organization or education.” President Someguy 

was then applauded loudly by the men and women in a variety of formal dress 

wear attending the event at Place Hall, while work study students gathered 

outside looked on as they directed other students away from the building for 

“safety reasons.” 

 

Student sources claim that Barnes & Nobles employees presented the blood pact 

rituals as an option to the students who were especially desperate, most notably 

those who were required to buy $300 textbooks that came with one-time use 



codes in order to access their homework assignments. Several individuals have 

openly defended the employees, and many students have rallied together to 

outcry the outrageous prices of textbooks and requirements of some professors. 

 

Older, alumni professors have been quoted as encouraging their students to 

engage in these discussions and debates, much to upper faculty dismay. 

Meanwhile, rumors circulate about an illegal, underworld textbook copying ring. 

No word yet on the validity of such rumors. 


